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The Invention is 
protected by tow patents 
one is granted and 
registered in USPO, EPO, 
GCC and WIPO and the 
other is filled ad Bending 
in USPO and WIPO



The invention was vetted by experts from the following 
Scientific international Institutes and all agreed it is a new 

breakthrough technology.



[Existing Commercial CSP Technologies]



Problems facing Existing Parabolic Dish Point Concentrator
▪ The focal point moves in space as the 

dish tracks the sun

▪ Weight & size limitations on equipment 
placed at the focal point as it is carried  in 
space. No industrial metal melting plant or 
combined cycle plant or heavy bulky 
systems can be placed at the focal point

▪ High solid cross sectional area leading to 
high wind load pausing limitation of area.

▪ High receiver temperature  up to 2000C 
allowing the powering of Stirling engine at 
25% Solar to electrical efficiency



Ayman Solar Concentrator ASC

▪ Basic Concept I: Tracking 
system that Concentrates solar 
radiation to a lower focal point 
fixed to the ground, allowing 
heavy bulky equipment to be 
locate at the focal point.

▪ Basic Concept II: A large 
scale metallic concentrator 
with lower focal area. Metallic 
Lens



Features of the current invention
- A new concept for lower focal point solar reflective concentrator with:

- Fixed focal point to ground.

- Ultra low wind load.

- High Optical Efficiency with IAM of 100%

- Ultra high efficiency of solar to electrical conversion (40% - 50%, the highest 
in history).

- Low cost thermal storage system for 24/7 electricity production.

- Great reduction of land needed (one sixth of area needed by equivalent PV 
system).

- First industrial solar foundry in the world.

- Splitting Water into O2 and H2 (Generating Solar Fuel).



Our Proof of concept (30 cm diameter Disk)
In the model of 

30 cm in 

diameter disk 

we reached a 

temperature 

around 300C 

and operated a 

small Stirling 

Engine and 

melted 
Metals



Agreement is signed with MASDAR institute to build and test the 
first 10 m in diameter Commercial Scale Protype in Masdar City. 



Thermal 
Storage in 
Basalt Bed 
Rock during 
day.
By placing a 
hot air 
receiver at the 
focal area air 
can act as HTF 
to heat up a 
low cost 
Basalt Bed 
Rock during 
day time for 
usage in the 
night.



Using stored thermal energy to generate steam during night
▪ For night-time usage  valves 

C3, C4, and H2 are opened 
while C1, C2, and H1 are 
closed. The air compressor 
directs the hot air from the 
bed rock to the steam 
generator of the combined 
cycle while the warm air out 
of the generator is flown back 
to the bed rock to be heated 
again by the thermal mass.

▪ As the thermal mass 
temperature is around 800C 
then the hot air interring the 
steam generator can be 
between 500-600C hence 
generating steam hot enough 
to power the steam turbine 
during the night



replacing the combustion chamber with our solar disk
▪ For daytime operation our 

solar disc with sufficiently 
high concentration ratio 
can easily heat air via hot 
air receiver at the focal 
point to the temperatures 
needed to power the gas 
turbine.

▪ Air coming out of the 
compressor is flown to 
the hot air receiver to be 
heated up and then flow 
to power the gas turbine.

▪ The cycle continues as 
usual where the clean hot 
air exhaust gases can be 
used to power poly-
generation units.



Product (4) Solar Island
High efficiency solar steam generation for industrial application or 
poly-generation (Electricity, water distillation, cooling and heating)



Product (6)
Splitting Water into O2 and H2 to generate fuel

▪ This can be the future of 
Solar Energy

▪ Various technology exist 
that can utilize high 
temperature in generating 
hydrogen from water 
(Example Thermolysis and 
Two Step Zing Oxide.

▪ R&D is needed to obtain 
such a product.


